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SUMMARY: Based on recent image quality evaluation methods, possibilities
of fluorescent screens in industrial radiography are discussed.

RESUME • Les possibilités d'utilisation des écrans fluorescents en radiographie industrielle
sont discutées sur la base des méthodes récentes d'évaluation de la qualité
d'image!

For his medical diagnosis the radiologist makes very often
appeal to large size radiograms. Therefore he has at his disposal
image detectors of different speed classes, i.e. from these of lov:
speed industrial no screen film to these of the high speed screen-
film systems.

Which detector he takes depends on the compromise between
required information content of the radiogram and the need to a
minimum exposure dose.

Isn't it rather strange that in industrial radiography,
wliere large size radiograms are inspected with the same human eye
as it is the case in the medical field, the number of regularly
used image detectors is much more restricted ?

Detectors on basis of films combined with fluorescent
screens are not common in the 3DI field. Why ? Because of the lower
image quality ? Indeed not ! No-screen films give excellent
image quality, but it is still worthwhile to ask what image quality
can you get with films combined with fluorescent screens and what
radiation reduction can bs realized ?

To determine the information content of a radiographie
system, we developed a test method that we called the "perceptibility
curve method". According to the method, after a series of irradia-
tions, the just perceptible radiation contrasts are measured and
plotted in a diagram as shown in figure 1.

As already observed at the seventh ÏÏDT conference in Varsa\"
(De Meester - Bollen) the information content of the radiogram is
equal to the integration of this so called perceptibility curve.
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A more practical way for use in the field is to determine
such surves with regular image quality indicators for instance
DIN-wires.

Figure 2 shows such a curve that we call image quality curve,
obtained with a Structurix D7 at 150 kVp/10 mm Fe.

In the ordinate we put the number of the wires and in the
abscissa the different exposure values. The curve shows the still
just perceptible wire at each exposure. The peak gives the optimum
exposure dose for the given viewing circumstances. The width of
the curve (Alog E.) gives the exposure range within which a given
wire, e.g. wire A, is perceptible.

Figure 3 shows the image quality curves for the different
Structurix film types. Eemarkable is the fact that for an exposure
that slightly underexposes a slow radiographie film and slightly
overexposes a higher speed film, the slow film may give the same
and even a better image quality.

The envelop of all curves shows the maximum image quality,
which could be obtained with actual KDT-films with the given
exposure data and under the given viewing conditions. The method
however allows to compare directly image qualities obtained with
other techniques or under different viewing conditions or with
films combined with fluorescent screens.

In figure 4 results obtained with one of our experimental
Structurix D7 FM film (FM stands for Fluoro-Metallic) are represen-
ted. Exposure and viewing conditions are the same as for fig. 3.
Different fluorescent screens were tested. The Structurix D7 FM
film has been sensitized for the blue and UY light emitted by the
screens, but can also be used without fluorescent screens.

All the screens tested are not yet commercial. The results
we obtained with them are impressive. Speeds are as much as 50 times
higher than those obtained without screen, whereas only a minor
loss of image quality is observed, at least as far as the peak
values of the curves are concerned.

The screen/film detector have a rather narrow image quality
curve, as a result of a higher contrast due to light exposure when
compared with direct X-ray exposure, at least at low densities.

As for the NDT-films, the dashed curve represents the en-
velop of all curves and so indicates what image quality-can be
obtained with this film/fluorescent screen combination.

Figure 5 represents the image quality obtained with a com-
bination of a screen with the highest speed (a screen based on a
rare-earth phosphor) and of a lowering of the kV dose from 150 kV
to 120 kV.
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The higher X-ray radiation contrasts provide an image quality
improvement, but at the cost of a higher exposure dose.

A numerical analysis of the signal to noise ratio of screen/
film detectors versus no-screen film, makes it clear that the
higher X-ray absorption and the favorable response of the film
to light make a substantial increase in speed v.'ithout a ms^or de-
crease of image quality possible with a screen-film detector.

It may be the conclusion of my lecture and a support to the
more practical investigation of my colleagues, Mrs. Borcke and Blsir.c.
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